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Mechanism of growth reduction of the deceleration-phase ablative Rayleigh-Taylor instability
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The deceleration-phase~dp! ablative Rayleigh-Taylor instability~RTI! of igniting and nonigniting inertial
fusion capsules is studied by high-resolution two-dimensional Lagrangian fluid simulations. It is found that
growth reduction of the dp-RTI with respect to classical RTI results from the advection of perturbed fluid
elements outside a thin unstable fluid layer. Within this layer, at fixed Lagrangian position, perturbations grow
approximately classically.
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The Rayleigh-Taylor instability@1,2# occurs when a
denser fluid layer is accelerated by a lighter fluid. RTIs oc
in astrophysics@3#, geophysics@4#, and inertial confinemen
fusion ~ICF! @5#. In these cases, however, several proces
and in particular, intense energy flow, modify the classi
RTI described in Refs.@1,2# ~see Ref.@6# for an extensive
review!.

In ICF, a spherical shell containing cryogenic deuteriu
tritium ~DT! fuel and filled with DT vapor is imploded an
compressed to very high density by laser or x-ray irradiati
A first RTI then develops at the outer shell surface, dur
the stage of ablation driven implosion. Theoretical@6–9#,
numerical@10–12#, and experimental@13,14# studies show
that the growth of the relevantablativeRTI is reduced with
respect to the classical rate. The linear growth rates fr
two-dimensional~2D! numerical simulations@11,12# and ex-
periments@13# approximately agree with the relation@5,15#

g5aA gk

11kLm
2bkua, ~1!

which generalizes earlier expressions by Bodner@7# and Tak-
abe@8#. In Eq. ~1!, k is the wave number,g is the accelera-
tion, Lm is the minimum value of the density scale leng
L5r/“r at the ablation front,ua is the ablation velocity,
and a and b are numerical coefficients depending on t
flow parameters@15#, and typically varying in the rangesa
50.9–0.95 andb51 –3. When the imploding shell is
slowed down by the high pressure exerted by the inner
gashot spot, the so-called deceleration phase RTI~dp-RTI!
develops at the inner shell surface@16#. At this time, dense
shell material is ablated by the energy flux carried by el
trons and 3.5-MeV fusiona particles leaving the hot spo
@17#. Recently, Lobatchev and Betti@18# pointed out the ben-
eficial effect of ablation on the dp-RTI, the linear growth ra
of which can still be approximated by Eq.~1!. Measurements
of dp-RTI growth have been reported in Ref.@19#.

Despite the above mentioned research, as well as m
progress in nonlinear theories@20#, understanding of the lin-
ear stage of the ablative RTI is still incomplete, e.g., mo
structure and evolution of the perturbed flow have not b
analyzed in detail.

In this paper, we present results of high-resolution
Lagrangian simulations which provide insight into the sta
lization mechanism of the dp-RTI, and more generally, of
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ablative RTI. In particular, we analyze the structure and
cation of the perturbation modes, and study the developm
of the perturbation at fixed Lagrangian positions. We co
clude that perturbations grow approximately classically
the dense fluid layer close to the unstable surface,
growth is limited by advection of the perturbed fluid outsi
such a layer.

Our study refers to an ICF shell capsule with paramet
similar to those of the indirect-drive point design for th
National Ignition Facility~Ref. @5#, p. 4009!. The shell has
outer radius of 1.1 mm and inner radius of 0.87 mm; it co
sists of a layer of Br-doped plastics and an inner 0.2-mg
layer, and contains DT vapor with a density of
31024 g/cm3. According to one-dimensional~1D! simula-
tions, the fuel ignites and releases 14 MJ of fusion ene
when the shell is driven by a time-shaped pulse of therm
x rays with total energy of 150 kJ and about 300-eV pe
temperature. We have simulated the dp-RTI of this caps
by the 2D Lagrangian fluid codeDUED @21#. This code in-
cludes a two-temperature model with classical flux-limit
conductivities, a real-matter equation of state, DT fusion
actions, single-group time-dependent diffusion ofa-particle
energy, anda-particle contribution to fluid pressure. As i
Ref. @18# ~see also the discussion in Ref.@22#! we assume
bremsstrahlung loss from the hot spot and neglect radia
transfer. The 2D simulations start~time t50) about 100
ps before beginning of shell deceleration, and take
initial conditions the output of a run by the 1D codeSARA

@23#. A small 2D perturbation is introduced as a singl
mode radial displacement centered around the hot s
surface: dR(r ,u,t50)5A(r ,t50)Pl(cosu), with A(r ,t
50)5A0exp@2lur2Rh0u/Rh0#, wherel is the mode number
Pl is the Legendre polynomial of orderl, u is the angle
between the cylindrical symmetry axis and the radial dir
tion, Rh05Rh(t50) is the radius of hot spot~taken as the
location of the minimum density scale length!. Code mesh is
uniform in u ~with 3l –6l points in a 90° sector! and non-
uniform in r ~with typically 170 points for the DT region
with very fine spacing in the region close to the hot sp
boundary!. According to previous experience withDUED

@12#, at least for l<80, growth rates computed with th
adopted mesh should be~90–95!% of the theoretical values
Figure 1~a! shows the 1D flow chart for this problem, com
puted by DUED assuming perfect spherical symmetry. T
dashed curves indicate the boundaries of the initially cr
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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genic fuel; curves are denser at the hot spot front. The co
ing shell starts decelerating aboutt5100 ps. Ignition occurs
about t5290 ps, and is followed by the propagating bu
Figure 1~b! shows radial profiles of densityr, ion tempera-
ture and pressurep, at time t5250 ps, when the hot spo
radius isRh537.5mm. A zoomof the same profiles aroun
Rh is shown in Fig. 1~c!. The most unstable region is the th
layer where the product2(dp/dr)(dr/dr) peaks@2#.

Due to ablation~see the hot spot front moving into th
shell!, the acceleration of the hot spot surfaced2Rh /dt2 dif-
fers from the accelerationg of the fluid element atr 5Rh . In
the interval 200<t<290 ps the latter increases from 1.5
5.231017 cm/s2. In the same time interval, the ablation v
locity ~ratio of the areal mass ablation rate to the peak d
sity! increases from 0.7 to 1.63106 cm/s, while the density
scale length is roughly constant,Lm.0.4 mm.

We now discuss 2D results. In the linear stage, pertur
tions ~i.e., deformations of the Lagrangian mesh! have the
form dR(r ,u,t)5A(r ,t)Pl(cosu). Figures 2~a! and 2~b!
show perturbation amplitudeA vs radius, at selected time
for cases withl 58 and l 556, respectively; Fig. 2~c! pre-
sents the radial density profiles at the same times. Unlike
classical nonablative case, in which the mode peaks at
unstable interface@1#, hereA(r ) peaks in the ablated fluid, a
r 5Rpeak5Rh2DR. For a givenl, DR grows in time with
ua. At times close to stagnation,DR approximately scale a
DR}1/l 1/2, for l<96 ~a detailed analysis will be presente
elsewhere!.

Since fluid is ablated, the perturbation peaks, at any ti
at a different fluid element. This is clear from Fig. 3~a!,
showing the evolution of the perturbationAi(t)5A@r i(t),t#
at selected Lagrangian locations~labeled by the indexi ), for
a run with l 548. Solid curves correspond to fluid elemen

FIG. 1. ~a! 1D flow chart of the final stage of implosion; the th
curves representr 2t trajectories of selected Lagrangian me
points; ~b! and ~c! radial profiles att5250 ps. In ~c! density,
pressure, and temperature are normalized to peak va
2(dp/dr)(dr/dr) is in arbitrary units.
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initially laying in the dense shell, while dashed curves re
to elements already in the gas att50. The thick dashed
curve showsA@r 5Rh(t)# at the hot spot front. Perturbation
start growing att'100 ps, when deceleration begins. T
following evolution is rather complex. However@see the
thick solid curves in Fig. 3~b!#, growth is nearly exponentia
when the fluid element is still in the shell; it continues

s;

FIG. 2. ~a! and ~b! Perturbation amplitude vs radius at select
times, for mode numbersl 58 andl 556; ~c! density profiles at the
same times. The thin vertical lines indicate the locationr 5Rh of the
hot spot front at time levels~3!, ~5!, and ~7!. ~1! t50, ~2! t
550 ps, ~3! t5100 ps, ~4! t5150 ps, ~5! t5200 ps, ~6! t
5250 ps,~7! t5300 ps.

FIG. 3. Perturbation amplitude vs time at selected Lagrang
locations, for a case withl 548. In ~a! we plot the perturbation
amplitude at each second Lagrangian point; in~b! at each point
initially laying in the shell.
1-2
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larger rate as the element is ablated and expands, and
decreases sharply as the advected element exits the mo
stable region. The above observations suggest us to defi
local growth rateg loc5d ln Ai* /dt, referring to Lagrangian
elementsi * in a region of the dense shell close to the u
stable surface, i.e., just below the thick dashed curve of
3~b!. In addition, we consider theglobal growth rate g
5d ln„maxi@Ai(t)#…/dt of the peak of the perturbation, repre
sented by the envelope of the curves of Fig. 3.~Alternative
definitions of the growth rate can also be considered, re
ring, for instance, to the perturbation of the hot spot bou
ary, or to the areal mass perturbation*rdr @14#.! Local
growth rates computed at timet5270 ps are plotted in Fig. 4
vs mode numberl ~squares! @25#. These data compare we
with the dispersion curve~dashed! obtained from Eq.~1!,
setting a50.95, k5 l /Rh , using the values g53.6
31017 cm/s2, Lm50.4 mm, andRh534.7mm, given by the
simulations at the same timet5270 ps, and neglecting ab
lation (ua50). Global growth rates in the interval 250<t
<290 ps are also shown~triangles! in the same figure. Fo
l<96 they agree well with Eq.~1!, with time averagedbua
51.653106 cm/s, and the same values ofg, Lm, andRh as
before. Significant deviations, instead, appear forl 5128.
Figure 4 also shows~circles! growth rates for the perturba
tion amplitude at the hot spot boundary. The above anal
shows that perturbations grow classically in the unsta
layer; growth reduction of the global perturbation resu
from advection of the perturbed fluid layers. These res

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 3, but for a simulation with modelC. Only
amplitudes at Lagrangian points in the dense shell are plot
Growth of the perturbation in the gas is analogous.

FIG. 4. Linear growth rate vs mode number. Squares,local
growth rate at t5270 ps; triangles,global mode growth rate;
circles, growth rate of the perturbation atr 5Rh . Curves: Eq.~1!,
with flow parameters as in the main text.
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support quantitatively the explanation for ablative stabiliz
tion first proposed by Lindl~see Ref.@24#, p. 1382, and Ref.
@5#, p. 3962!.

In addition to the simulations with the above physic
model~modelA in the following!, we have runDUED taking
the same initial conditions, but neglecting fusion reactio
~modelB), and neglecting both fusion reactions and electr
thermal conductivity~model C). In these casesg, ua, and
Lm are nearly constant in the time interval 200<t<400 ps.
In model B, g52.131017 cm/s2, ua.33105 cm/s, Lh
.0.9 mm; in model C, g52.531017 cm/s2, ua50, Lh
.0.4 mm. Shell stagnation occurs att5360 ps in modelB
and att5320 ps in modelC.

Simulations with modelC show that modes arefrozenin
the fluid and growth of perturbations is practically the sa
at all Lagrangian locations~see Fig. 5!, and exponential in
the interval 250<t<350 ps. Growth rates, shown in Fig. 6
agree with the scalingg'Agk/(11kLm). Comparison of
these rates with model-A global rates show that dp-RTI ab
lative growth rates are much smaller than the nonabla
ones, despite the much stronger acceleration.

Model-B simulations yield global growth rates~see Fig.
6! analogous to those computed from modelA, and in agree-
ment with Eq.~1!, with values of the flow parameters take
from 1D simulations. Notice that the performance of a re
ICF shell should be intermediate between model-A and
model-B computations, because departures from ideal beh
ior are likely to result in delayed ignition. According to ou
results, dp-RTI growth is rather insensitive to hot spot ev
lution. However, in case of retarded ignition, RTI has long
time to grow.

In summary, 2D simulations confirm ablative stabilizatio
of the dp-RTI, show approximately classical local growth
the unstable layer, and global growth reduction caused
advection. Future studies should also consider other m
sures of instability growth, and include radiative transfer a
more accurate treatments ofa-particle transport.

We thank J. J. Honrubia for providing us output data fro
a SARA simulation. M.T. acknowledges useful discussio
with R. Piriz. This work was supported by the Ministero p
l’Istruzione, l’Universitàe la Ricerca~MIUR, Italy! and by
the Ministerio de Ciencia y Tecnologı´a of Spain~Grant No.
FTN-2000-2048-C03-02!.

d.

FIG. 6. Global growth rates from 2D simulations~symbols! and
dispersion curves computed by Eq.~1! for the three different simu-
lation models. Data refer in each case to time intervals just be
stagnation:t5250–290 ps~model A), t5320–360 ps~model B),
and t5230–330 ps~modelC), respectively.
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